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Abstract
The legalization of cannabis in Canada has been a controversial issue. Over the last few years most of the attention has been on the production and distribution of cannabis. As the public discourse on cannabis matured, the drug and inherent benefits remained misunderstood by industry, policymakers, and consumers alike. Lexaria Bioscience, a British Columbia-based licensing company in Canada, is attempting to change how we market edibles in Canada and elsewhere. This case study first looks at the market of cannabis in general. It then describes how the company began to investigate cannabinoids. Based on interviews conducted with key informants in the company, some key elements of Lexaria’s business model were isolated, including their challenges. The company argues that many people want to consume edibles without the psychoactive effects of THC. This case study attempts to conceptualize what the state of the market should look like to accommodate Lexaria’s technologies and the commercialization of edibles. A discussion on the case is presented and future research paths on edible research are suggested.
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1. Introduction
Canada will become one of the first countries to fully legalize cannabis consumption on a national level (Rehm, Crépault, & Fisher, 2016), and the first of the G7 countries to do so. Most of the discussion surrounding the legalization of cannabis in Canada has been focused on production challenges and distribution policies within provinces. Edibles did not become part of the collective conversation until November 2017. Edible cannabis products are food items made with cannabis or cannabis oils that can be used as an alternative to smoking or vaporizing the drug. As part of an amendment accepted by the House of Commons’ Health Committee, edibles became included as part of the discussion around the legalization of cannabis (Canadian Press, November 2017; Vogel, 2017).
Many consumers associate the consumption of cannabis with its psychoactive effects and the harm these effects represent towards children and adolescents (Spackman et al., 2016). Few understand and appreciate how the legalization of edibles can influence our relationship with the drug, including policymakers and industry (Charlebois, Somogyi, & Sterling, 2018). Very little attention has been given to how to extract the benefits of cannabis as a food ingredient. Given that the drug was prohibited in Canada for decades, the stigma remains and influences policymaking and commercialization of the product.

Lexaria Bioscience (Lexaria), a British Columbia-based company in Canada, has developed a new disruptive drug delivery platform, called DehyraTECH™. The technology changes how active pharmaceutical ingredients enter the body orally. It is designed to mask unwanted tastes, reduce time of onset through avoidance of liver metabolic pathways, and increase bio-absorption of nutrients. Lexaria believes its technology can revolutionize how we market cannabinoids (Health & Beauty Close-Up, April 2017).

The aim of this case study is to look at how Lexaria can alter the evolution of the edible market in Canada and beyond in the years to come. Legalizing cannabis in Canada offers a unique market environment, which few can predict its progress. We first look at the current state of the cannabis market in Canada, followed by a description of Lexaria. A conceptual framework which looks at enabling, desirable market conditions which can allow one agent, or a company to extract benefits of a commodity, allowing it to serve heterogeneous markets. Finally, findings of the survey are discussed, and future research paths are considered.

2. Cannabis Market

Since 1999, Canada has provided access to cannabis for medicinal purposes. Unlike many U.S. states that have medical cannabis systems, Canada limited distribution to a mail order system by licensed producers (Bear, 2017). One estimate suggests that Canadians will consume about 700 metric tons of marijuana flower for medicinal purposes in 2018, and that number could reach about 861 metric tons by 2022 (Olive, 2018). Most people who consume cannabis are low-salary earners (Werb et al., 2012). Some high-earning consumers may try cannabis once it is legalized but few expect to consume the product every day. Many Canadians anticipate trying edibles, once legalized, but it is unclear whether consumers will purchase edibles regularly or consume the drug in a restaurant (Charlebois, Somogyi and Sterling, 2018). Once legalized, some expect the cannabis market to exceed current national beer sales, which is around $10b ((Rehm, Crépault and Fisher, 2016) (Note 1).

Uruguay was the first country to legalize non-medicinal cannabis, and more countries are expected to follow suit. Currently, almost 600 million consumers around the world live in a region where cannabis is legal, and Lexaria expects that number to increase in years to come. The social agenda and with more governments needing to increase revenues will drive more countries to consider legalizing cannabis.

It is estimated that many people consume medical cannabis for recreational purposes, especially in the United States. Lines are blurred between both purposes, mainly because recreational usage is for the most part illegal. Medicinal cannabis is legal in thirty (30) states in the U.S. Non-medicinal use is now legal in nine states: California, Massachusetts, Maine, Nevada, Colorado, Alaska, Washington and Oregon (Mold, 2017). It is unknown how the
Canadian market will evolve in years to come.

At PubMed a search for cannabis returns 17,682 references; a search for tetrahydrocannabinol returns 8,349 references; and a search for cannabidiol generates 1,934 references. Understanding the characteristics of individual active ingredients within cannabis is at a very early stage and understanding the relationships between those active ingredients within cannabis is even less well understood. Likewise, while the data on inhaled cannabis is robust, data collection on its edible forms is in its infancy. We know little about the effects of edibles which influence regulators ability to evaluate risks before adopting any laws.

3. Methodology

We chose an exploratory case study design to guide our investigation based on Yin’s (1994) argument that case studies are the preferred strategy when ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions are being posed and when the focus is on a modern phenomenon within a real-life context. In our study research data was collected through multiple approaches. A semi-structured questionnaire was designed and adopted to collect primary data. The objective of the empirical segment is not to test the applicability of the existing approaches, but rather to study conceptual nuances related to the presented model.

A survey study focused on formal interviews with executives from Lexaria in Toronto, in February 2018. Comments were recorded comprehensively for supporting analysis. Respondents were interviewed as key informants in a variety of functional areas, including the Chairperson and President of Lexaria. These individuals possessed sufficient experience and understanding of the organization’s culture and strategic intents to be able to comment with authority on the history of Lexaria and knowledge on the cannabis market. The interview questions were largely designed to be open-ended to provide flexibility in interview discussions. The interviews provided information on the perceptions, application, and experience of strategy in licensing. The collected data was arranged, analyzed and put into the subsequent application phase. A draft version of the paper was submitted for review to the organization for internal validity (Yin, 1994). This case study proposes to uncover best practices in expanding markets in cannabis use in Canada, and elsewhere.

4. Lexaria Bioscience Corp

Lexaria Bioscience Corp. is essentially a licensing company based in Kelowna, British Columbia, but the company is incorporated in Nevada. The company does not grow plants or manufacture any THC or cannabis products. Lexaria is a publicly traded company, listed as CSE:LXX/OTCQB:LXRP. Lexaria’s market capitalization is at around $100m. The company was originally an oil and gas company. It originated in its current form in 2014 upon controlling acquisition of the former company Lexaria’s DehyraTECH™. Lexaria only has a handful of employees but manages several partnerships with research centers. Chris Bunka is the Chairperson and CEO of the company and has been involved with Lexaria since 2006. He is the business mind behind Lexaria. John Docherty is President and Director and manages the portfolio of patents and R&D development. He joined Lexaria in 2015. He is the former President of Helix BioPharma in Toronto. Allan Spissinger is Lexaria’s Chief Financial Officer and joined the group in 2014. Alex Blanchard is responsible for the firm’s communications.
“In August 2014, we had a “come to Jesus” moment as a company.” Chris Bunka, Chairperson, Lexaria

When regulations around cannabis began to be discussed and shifted, knowing that Fortune 500 companies are not allowed to enter the market, Lexaria saw it as an opportunity. From May 2014 to September 2014 was an evolutionary period for the company. While seeking a license under Canada’s MMPR program, Lexaria took an ethical stance and publicly decided not to sell cannabis products to consumers under the age of 25, if a license is granted to the company (Elrod, 2017). This stance came as a surprise for the industry, and many reacted negatively to the news. Market reactions at the time were swift. Several companies considered Lexaria’s position as problematic for the industry given that almost half the market would likely be under the age of 25 (Charlebois & Watson, 2008; Charlebois, Sterne, & Buhr, 2015).

Lexaria rapidly emerged as a player in enhancing the flavour, bouquet, and gastro-intestinal delivery of edible cannabinoid consumer products. It is simultaneously working to expand the applicability of its technology, within and beyond the cannabinoid sector, through its out-licensing business model for cannabinoids and other bioactive molecules named in its patent portfolio (NSAIDs, nicotine, vitamins and more) (Lexaria, 2018).

In regard to edibles, market development at Lexaria is essentially with food product manufacturers for white labelling. Lexaria now receives as many incoming requests as the company initiates outgoing sales prospects. Lexaria always attempts to engage with ultimate decision makers. The company often meets with companies experiencing flavour issues in the delivery of edible forms of cannabis. Absorption is another challenge. US states such as California, Colorado and Nevada have effectively adopted legislation that limits the THC content of cannabis edibles to not more than 10mg per serving. Companies that can no longer input over 10 milligrams of THC in a food product due to new regulations are looking for solutions (Bibi, 2010). Given that the digestive track only absorbs 6% of the cannabinoids, 10 milligrams within a product is too little an amount and therefore companies are looking for methods to enhance the effects. The speed of absorption is also a challenge. Compared with inhalation, it takes longer for a person to feel the effects when ingesting cannabis, whereas DehyraTECH™ formulations have demonstrated onset of THC and CBD effectiveness within 20 minutes.

New clients tend to pilot a product with Lexaria and evaluate any number of formulations. Sensory studies are conducted to assess how the market reacts to the new products. It can take a few months to process from a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) to a letter of intent (LOI). It can take even longer, from a LOI to a definitive commitment. The sales cycle can be lengthy. Sensory investigations can be used by Lexaria to close contracts with other companies.

Applications for the technology are very broad. For example, Lexaria is doing business with a well-known Montreal-based chocolatier. Lexaria has also formulated non-alcoholic beer with cannabis and has additionally worked on tea, coffee, hot chocolate, chocolates, protein bars, candies, gummy bears, fruit juices and more. For beverages, mixing water with cannabis oil is difficult but achievable with the company’s technology, but the intent is to make beer taste like beer rather than the strong taste of terpenes and other overwhelming flavours of cannabis.
constituents which are objectionable to the average new cannabis product consumer.

5. Lexaria and “Patentocracy”

As a license provider, it was important for Lexaria to strengthen its patent portfolio. According to Lexaria, there are two key components to patenting: Method of use and composition (or ingredients). At the time of the case study, Lexaria has 19 applications filed in the U.S., and 33 globally, in over 40 countries. Lexaria files first in the U.S., before filing a Patent Corporation Treaty (PCT) application, which allows the company to file in countries that are PCT subscribers. The company files when the product is ready in specified markets. Lexaria has 2 issued patents in the U.S., and one in Australia (Labrecque, Dufour, & Charlebois, 2015; Health & Beauty Close - Up, 2017). Lexaria’s issued patents are focused on methods of use with composition claims pending.

Lexaria is a first mover and is aggressively seeking patents before the much larger multinationals capture some of the markets. Lexaria’s IP is centered around the delivery of active ingredients and drugs rather than the applications for those ingredients or drugs. Lexaria’s technology is equally applicable for use by a Fortune-500 drug company with its own patented drug as it is for a consumer product in the food category. Lexaria recognized that they are delivering a new delivery platform and are dissimilar to Canopy or Pfizer, more well-known companies. Lexaria believes it is holding one of the broadest portfolios of patents related to cannabinoid research.

“We have ears, so we can hear, mouths so we can drink and eat. Lungs are to breathe. Lungs are not meant to deliver drugs. That is not what nature intended.” Chris Bunka, Chairperson, Lexaria.

Patents protect the use of technologies and their various applications. New liposomal technologies and their patent applications largely peaked in 2007. Patents last about 20 years, and Lexaria’s DehyraTECH™ represents the start of the next generation of lipid-based delivery technologies. Liposome technology works by utilizing liposomal micro spheres to enhance gastrointestinal bioabsorption. Lexaria’s DehyraTECH™ brings forth a new approach to achieve this that is both cost effective and consumer friendly. DehyraTECH™ formulations are designed to lever physiological mechanisms for the intestinal absorption of certain fatty acids that are combined with the bioactive molecule at a molecular level through Lexaria’s patented dehydration synthesis process. In addition, DehyraTECH™ formulations are believed to provide nutrients with protection during passage through the destructive track of the digestive system and they are also believed to avoid first-pass liver metabolism and instead use the lymphatic circulatory system for active ingredient delivery. Bypassing the liver allows more nutrients into the bloodstream, and to do so more quickly. Lexaria’s patented technology, therefore, reduces time of onset, which means effects can be felt within 20 minutes in lieu of 90 to 120 minutes (Krauss et al., 2017), while also allowing edibles to be effectively dosed at very low, so called micro-dose levels. Lexaria’s patents can even offer products that are certified Kosher, organics, gluten-free and more.

“Of course, we want to make money, but if anything, we want people to stop smoking pot.” Chris Bunka, Chairperson, Lexaria.

The market has shifted in recent years. In August 2017, for the first time in Canadian history,
more cannabis was sold in an oil form than in a smokable form. The challenge with oil-based products with cannabinoids is the bitter taste through ingestion. Manufacturers tend to avoid bitterness by using more sugar and sweeteners. In fact, the best-selling edible in the United States are gummies (Sobesky & Gorbens, 2016). As a result, the health value of the food product is compromised. For consumers who are diabetic, as an example, this can be an issue (Labrecque, Dulude, & Charlebois, 2015). Many benefits of cannabinoids come from the non-psychoactive parts of the plant. Edible forms of cannabis product allow modern companies to remove undesirable elements or ingredients within the cannabis before creation of the edible. THC is not necessary and can be extracted and removed/reduced, and terpenes and NON-psychoactive cannabinoids can be concentrated for edible products. The company believes that most consumers do not want to smoke cannabis just as they do not want to smoke cigarettes: edible forms are much healthier.

6. Regulatory Framework

With its bioscientific approach and licences, Lexaria estimates that the global market potential for its technology with cannabinoids is $8 billion USD. For other applications like vitamins, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and even nicotine, the estimated market potential is over $700 billion USD. Creating a buffer between the plant and consumer goods is where Lexaria believes the bulk of the market is.

According to Lexaria, the regulatory regime around cannabis in Canada and elsewhere is problematic. Lexaria believes regulators and public officials do not understand the diversity of cannabinoids. In the case of edibles, the lack of understanding is even more acute. The whole notion of edibles challenges Health Canada. Lexaria believes in regulations, but they need to be thoughtful and comprehensive. Lexaria believes that the larger market for cannabis is not overly interested in the overt psychoactive intoxicant effects offered by the drug. Regulations ought to aim at regular consumers wanting to relax similar to the typical social beer or wine drinker. Ideally, companies should maximise the efficiency and reliable predictability of delivery of cannabinoids.

Once edibles become legal, many larger players will enter the market which will make the market more competitive. With its patent applications, Lexaria hopes to be at the forefront of the game and is trying to be the gatekeeper in edibles. In the U.S., the regulatory environment is very different. There is a lot of fear in United States around cannabis. Since 2017, it seems worse. Banks, insurance companies are very careful with cannabis. The perception of money laundering linked to cannabis is still widespread in the U.S. which in turn affects how regulators manage risks (Charlebois, Von Massow, & Pinto, 2015).

7. Conceptual Framework

The agrifood system is a symbiotic set of institutions, firms and markets contributing to the production, processing, and distribution of agricultural products to satisfy nutritional needs of people (Caiazza, Volpe, & Audretsch, 2014). Ingredients facilitate connections amongst firms for their betterment and to enhance the efficiency of the system (Charlebois & Mackay, 2010).

The food industry is in a constant quest to find new ingredients which enables innovation (Fitzpatrick, 2007). The emergence of the retail cannabis legalized economy has led to
numerous new products, including products less commonly used before legalization, such as edibles (Allen et al., 2017). But given that cannabis has a long history of cultural and social stigma, and perhaps even misinformation (Maccoun & Mello, 2015), several remain legitimately concerned about its physiological influence on youth (Friese, Slater and Battle, 2017; Richards, Smith, and Moulin, 2017). Regulators are starting to explore ways in which lessons from tobacco and alcohol can be applied to cannabis to reduce unintended negative consequences of legalization. Jurisdictions that have legalized marijuana for recreational use, including a few American states, are eager to develop and adapt product, packaging and labelling standards designed to prevent unexpected negative externalities. Currently though, limited research is available to guide the development of policy frameworks (Wang et al., 2016).

![Figure 1. Dimensions to a balanced between polity and social constructionism for edibles](image)

The use of cannabis and the commercialization of cannabis-infused food products is inextricably linked with the key components of human societies: culture, polity, economy, law and order, and other aspects of social life (Chapkis, 2007; Charlebois, Creedy, & von Massow, 2015; Szafalarski & Sirven, 2017). On the one hand, polity represents rules, regulations and institutions which provides rule of law for everyone. It is how a society channels power which allows it to be organized in particular ways. The role of policy-makers in agrifood innovations includes managing uncertainty, providing information, and facilitating networks (Nasser et al., 2011). The food industry follows specific regulations while being influenced by market forces. In addition, social constructionism is a market-based phenomenon. Stigma in a sense, is an outcome of social constructionism. Social constructionism is a theoretical perspective based on the idea that scientific knowledge and biological discourse about our health, including illnesses, are generated by subjective,
biases, which changes over time due to the evolution of our collective knowledge on a social issue (Balazic, Wilcock, Hill, & Charlebois, 2013; Malek, 2017). Cannabis has been an illicit drug for decades in Canada. Over the years, the drug itself has been culturally perceived in certain ways (Keul, 2018).

Culture is a critical dimension to the commercialization of edibles. Culture is essentially our way of life, which includes values, beliefs, customs, languages, and traditions. Culture is reflected in our history, in our heritage and in how we express ideas and creativity. Some may see the existence of edibles as a natural extension of our culture while others will not (Le Vallée & Charlebois, 2015).

Cannabis has also been associated with medicine for years, which can lead to the medicalization of an ingredient. Medicalization, another key dimension, is the process by which previously nonmedical problems become defined and treated as medical problems (Cathcart et al., 2016). Several ingredients have been promoted as superfoods, to resolve certain ailments (Lamy et al., 2016). The treatment itself is then associated with the medical problem. Social acceptance fostered by celebrity endorsement, as an example, can alter how an ingredient is perceived. In the case of cannabis, the association between health and benefits has been building slowly over the years which could have categorized cannabis as a medication, and not a general food ingredient (Vo et al., 2018). As a result, to broaden the market of edibles can be challenging.

Population health is another dimension to a broader analysis of cannabis as an ingredient. Social determinants of health can also affect perceptions of an ingredient. The social determinants of health (SDH) are social characteristics of individuals and conditions in which individuals live and work (e.g., housing, and occupational environment) that determine their health status. The pursuit of better health does generate more innovation within the food industry (Giombi et al., 2017). A blend of all dimensions can strike a balance between polity and social constructionism (see Figure 1). Some long-term clarity can be provided in public policy and how markets can be developed for ingredients that were illegal for decades.

8. Findings

Lexaria’s goal over the next five (5) years is to become a company with a valuation of over one billion dollars. Lexaria sees itself as a game-changing agent, a broker of knowledge between manufacturers and the market. With cannabis, it sees itself as the enabler for manufacturers wanting to grow the cannabis-infused market. The quality of edibles has been mediocre for several reasons. The bitter taste of cannabis had to be hidden by using sugary ingredients that are not healthful but traditionally a "sole solution", as evidenced by strong demand for cannabis in candy. Cannabis edibles historically give unpredictable results due to variations in individual body chemistry and gastro-intestinal processing. Additionally, liver metabolism of cannabinoids subtly alters them to at times make them more psychoactive than inhaled versions of those same cannabinoids. And finally, consumers would often ingest a large quantity of cannabinoids via edibles due to often poor absorption. Lexaria’s patented technology offers solutions to all three of these challenges that it believes are in accordance with consumer demand and expectations. Entering the cannabis market for Lexaria is seen as a natural progression for the company.
“Going into cannabis was essentially a business decision for Lexaria.” Chris Bunka, Chairperson, Lexaria.

The company appears to be strategic about its position. It also appears not to be cash-strapped (Lexaria, 2017). As well, Lexaria wants to change how cannabis is perceived and consumed. During our interview, Bunka articulated how Lexaria’s is attempting to change the way cannabis is used and perceived in the Western world.

“You shouldn’t get high to get healthy and relax. The soccer moms and hockey dads coming home wanting to relax, that’s the fat of the market with edibles.” Chris Bunka, Chairperson, Lexaria

Physicians and professionals are ill-prepared for what is happening in the edible market in Canada and abroad. Policies are unclear at best. In fact, Lexaria has expressed concerns about the lack of regulatory oversight or will from public regulators to look at this issue seriously.

“In the United States, the maximum dosage for an edible product is 10 milligrams. That is becoming the standard around the world. But in Canada, it is the wild West.” Chris Bunka, Chairperson.

This is making Lexaria’s work more challenging. As a small player in the industry, time is not something Lexaria has plenty of. They have minimal recourses to really make a mark in such a very large market. Innovation is critical to the growth of the food industry. The different types of innovations can affect numerous stages of the value chain that leads to the transformation of inputs into food products for human consumption and may vary depending on the relative power of actors in the system. In product-driven value chains, which are typically dominated by manufacturers, innovation pertains to know-how and is focused on products and processes. In buyer-driven value chains, which are dominated by food distributors, innovation is related to branding and marketing and is focused on organization and marketing activities. Lexaria is neither, which makes the company incredibly vulnerable to supply-chain forces.

Another issue which came up during interviews was where the company was listed—in the U.S. Being listed in the U.S. does expose the company to some risk. The American federal administration has mentioned that it could enforce new rules and restrictions related to cannabis consumption. It may even ban the existence of some companies like Lexaria which can be problematic over time. It could also affect the company’s ability to attract capital in the future, which is critical for a company like Lexaria. In addition, Lexaria has several opportunities but has limited capacity. Investigating an avenue with no potential in the end can be fatal to the company. In other words, choosing the wrong venture can lead to bankruptcy. In response to this challenge, Lexaria has begun the legal process of redomiciling: dis-incorporating its head office from the USA and incorporating a new head office in Canada, where cannabis businesses are federally accepted.

9. Discussion

Lexaria has an intriguing business model with great potential. But it also has vulnerabilities which cannot be ignored. The company is putting forward a narrative which does not fit with the current dominant rhetoric around the consumption of cannabis (Charlebois, 2015). Lexaria aims at a balance between social constructionism and polity, but it is unclear when
such a balance will be attained. Such a state requires an entire system to converge. Based on current regulations and how cannabis is perceived, both society and science have not reached a point where all dimensions (medicalization, culture and public health) are open markets to edibles using Lexaria’s technology.

Generally, in agrifood, major technological, political, economic, and institutional trends are changing the agrifood global system. But the case of legal cannabis is different, and social constructs will vary from one market to another. Main drivers of change usually involve information and communication technologies, biotechnology, agricultural research and development systems, globalization of agribusiness supply chains, the rapid growth of foreign direct investment and international trade. Cannabis can allow, or disallow, firms or markets to reach their full potentials.

In Canada, most of the attention on cannabis has been related to production challenges and distribution. The issue of ingredient enhancement has rarely been covered. The global market for cannabis-infused food products and nutritional supplements is expanding with the liberalization of cannabis laws and the discovery of new therapeutic applications of cannabinoids. Canada offers a fertile terrain of research on how consumers will adapt to such an environment. Companies are also attempting to make sense of a market in transition. A company like Lexaria attempts to clarify how a commodity can better connect with a demand affected by entrenched social contracts.

One early lesson has already been learned. Currently in Canada only two forms of cannabis are fully regulated for sale to the consumer: plant material (bud) or non-processed oil extracts. Old laws that prevented legal edibles have been struck down by the courts, but replacement legislation has not yet been introduced and is not expected before mid-2019. In August of 2017 on a monthly basis, for the first time in Canadian history, the Licensed Producers collectively sold more oil extract than they did bud material. This trend has continued every month since, for which data is currently available. Consumers seem to be expressing their demand for non-smokable cannabis choices and Lexaria believes this trend will continue as additional legislation is introduced allowing for broader edible formats.

Lexaria, as a company, is not really start-up as it has been around for several years. The cannabis market is also in a unique place. As an illicit drug, it has been in the market for quite some time, but the Canadian market is not over knowledgeable about the use and benefits of cannabinoids in general. Most do not understand the risks which in turn is affecting policy.

“We know despite the harm of smoking cannabis, Canadian physicians will gravitate towards inhaled products because most understand pharmaceutical kinetics. Edibles are misunderstood.” John Docherty, President and Director, Lexaria

Most professionals do not know of other methods of delivery, which can impact how Lexaria markets its technologies. Lexaria is positioned between the production and consumption of cannabis and tries to connect in order to enhance the experience of both medicinal and non-medicinal cannabis use. The way Lexaria is positioning itself and how it sees the market differs from mainstream thinking.

“It has been our thesis for a while that Canopy’s biggest competitor is not going to be Aphria. It’s going to be Loblaw, or Campbell’s.” Chris Bunka, Chairperson, Lexaria
Copycats are inevitable. Smaller players could copy Lexaria’s technology and compete. The larger players are more exposed and cannot do the same thing. However, Lexaria will need to secure many patents quickly in order to protect the intellectual property it needs to become successful, before major companies start competing in the same space. Access to capital will be key in moving forward. To become less vulnerable, some information was given on the fact that Lexaria is in the process of moving the company to Canada. The intent is to make the company less vulnerable to a potentially harsher regulatory regime in the U.S. Lexaria expects its valuation to increase with a move to Canada.

This case is very much about cannabis, but Lexaria is also working with nicotine. Unlike cannabis, nicotine can be fatal. There is no edible version of nicotine, but Lexaria believes it can change that due to its technology — already patented in the USA for nicotine delivery — that it believes will allow the human GI to tolerate nicotine within it for the first time ever. Lexaria believes that global demand for a healthier alternative to smoking cigarettes is so strong as to give its technology an opportunity to present solutions via an entirely new type of consumer product: nicotine edibles. Lexaria’s technology eliminates most of the negative health and disease aspects of what many consumers have inhaled for decades. So, the technology developed and marketed by Lexaria has many applications.

10. Conclusion

The findings from the empirical study have contributed to evolving the debate on cannabis and edibles. Our specific contribution depends on the mode of delivery of the drug and how it could change how cannabis infused food products can benefit consumers. We argue that polity and social constructionism may affect market development and policy. Lexaria is a unique company looking at a unique market. Even though Canada is not the most interesting market for Lexaria, it does consider the country as a unique opportunity to learn about how a market deals with the stigma related to a specific commodity.

Cannabis, as an ingredient, remains controversial and will remain so for a while. This case study is intended to broaden the public discourse on cannabis and perhaps induce many to see cannabis in a different light. More research is required to better understand social contracts over time while cannabis is being legalized. Canada, and perhaps other countries where cannabis will become legal, can offer a unique terrain for future social science research on the topic.
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